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Celebrations bring the school community together, building a close bond 
between the children. Being a diverse country, through such celebrations, 
students not only learn the significance behind the festival, but they also learn 
to embrace other traditions and culture just like they do with their own. 
Keeping up to this tradition, the festival of Dussehra was celebrated virtually by 
our Pre Nursery and Nursery students. 
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The children of Pre-Nursery and 
Nursery celebrated  Nature 

Conservation week from 25th October 
to 28th October 2021. The aim was to 

spread awareness amongst our 
children the importance of nurturing 
our Nature for a promising and better 

future. After all, a small group of 
thoughtful, committed responsible 
little citizens can change the world. 
Activities like watering the plants, 

making of composed pit, Bird feeder, 
poster making were organized. 

Nature
Conservation Week
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BIRD 
FEEDERS
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BIRD 
FEEDERS
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Halloween is a festival celebrated in various parts of 
the world on 31st October. The popular Halloween 
holiday has it's roots in ancient European tradition 
where people dress up as ghosts and witches to ward 
off evil spirits. In the same Halloween spirit, the Pre 
Nursery and Nursery children celebrated Halloween 
virtually. The children dressed up as ghosts, witches 
and vampires and danced to some eerie Halloween 
tunes.

SPOOKY HALLOWEEN
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SPOOKY HALLOWEEN
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MORE CELEBRATIONS !!
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The children of Pre Nursery and Nursery celebrated Diwali online 
with their usual enthusiasm. The children dressed up in ethnic 
wear and took pledge to say No to crackers. They enjoyed the 
day by decorating diyas and candles. 
#Green Diwali #HappyDiwali
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It’s our constant endeavour to make 
our teaching innovative and fun. To 
help the children learn about our 
monthly theme, ‘Community Helpers’ 
the students dressed up as one of the 
everyday heroes and spoke few lines 
about them.
This activity wasn’t only enriching but 
entertaining too. The children learnt 
the value of respect and understood 
how all jobs are important and 
respectful.

Community 
Helpers

Show ‘N’ Tell
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Community Helpers
Show ‘N’ Tell
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Community 
Helpers

Show ‘N’ Tell
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Stories help the children to develop 
language skills and vocabulary. Story telling 
stimulates their imagination and is a great 
way to learn the concept of sequencing.

The children of Pre-Nursery became great 
story tellers as they narrated their 

favourite stories in their own unique way in 
the recently held story telling session.

The tiny tots enthusiastically participated 
and confidently narrated different stories. 

While the favourite amongst all was the 
thirsty crow, the stories of the rare and 
tortoise and the lion and the mouse were 

also very well narrated.

Little Storytellers
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Christmas is a season of great joy and a season of celebration. 
We at St. Xavier’s High School celebrated ‘the most wonderful 
time of the year’ with many activities.
Christmas  week started with ‘Santa’s gift’, an activity where 
the little ones of Pre Nursery and Nursery spoke a few lines 
about ‘what gift they wanted from Santa Claus  and weaved 
stories about ‘If I were a Santa……’.The celebrations continued 
throughout the week. Teachers explained to the students 
about the birth of Lord Jesus Christ using props, PPTs and 
videos. The children also visited the Church virtually. Lots of 
art and craft added to the Christmas fervour. The week 
culminated with a party in each class where the children sang 
carols, danced and prepared different fireless dishes.
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